ABSTRACT A condition-based maintenance approach may be used for planning the maintenance activities of textile machines with a satisfactory performance by developing maintenance decision-making support based on fuzzy logic and vibration monitoring. Since textile machines are systems with moving parts operating at relatively high-speed, vibration monitoring was used to indicate their failure development. At the same time, the characterization of the degradation phenomenon of textile machines involves some degree of uncertainty and vagueness. Within this context, a knowledge-based approach that employed fuzzy logic and vibration monitoring was developed. Deterioration symptoms do announce future failures of industrial machines, therefore building a maintenance decision-making support for scheduling maintenance actions of textile machines based on the estimation of their condition becomes a resourceful way to prevent their further deterioration.
I. INTRODUCTION
The structure of industrial machines that integrates heterogeneous components and complex subsystems, is becoming increasingly advanced and difficult to be controlled [1] . Moreover, such machines often can fail, which has an important influence on their availability and consequently on the productivity of manufacturing facilities [2] . As a result, manufacturing companies should consider any potential characteristic that can improve the effectiveness of their machines. Among such features, maintainability is considered to have an important influence on the system's effectiveness [3] , [4] , thus enabling any company to become a world-class manufacturer [5] , [6] . Maintainability has been defined as the feature of a machine to maintain or restore its prescribed functions in the shortest possible time [7] . Therefore, maintainability depends on how failures are identified as well as on how maintenance activities are planned and carried out in order to prevent or eliminate the deterioration of machines.
Several strategies have shaped the field of maintenance activities that can be broadly classified in reactive and
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proactive strategies [8] . One of the simplest strategies is corrective maintenance, a reactive approach in which maintenance actions are performed to restore the designated functions of machines only after their failure [8] , [9] . At the same time, production losses and maintenance costs related to this strategy are usually high [10] . To respond to these drawbacks, proactive maintenance strategies have been developed. Since such strategies involve planned maintenance actions before the failure of machines [8] , the maintenance activities are most of the time implemented in a more cost-effective way compared with corrective maintenance [11] .
Preventive and predictive maintenance are the main types of proactive maintenance strategies [8] , [12] and their employment in industry has been presented in existing literature [1] , [13] . In preventive maintenance strategies, the maintenance actions are carried out after a pre-specified time, so they are also known as maintenance on a scheduled basis. Block replacement policy and age replacement policy are classical approaches in preventive maintenance [14] . Several criteria may be employed in designing the preventive maintenance policies. Such criteria are either maximization of the machine availability or minimization of its average maintenance cost [14] . Regardless the type of preventive maintenance policies, specification of the scheduled times at which maintenance activities should be performed requires adoption of distribution law associated with failure mechanisms of the analyzed machine [15] . The adoption of the distribution law is based on the times-to-failure of the machine under consideration, which demands a rigorous system of collecting and recording its failure data [16] , [17] . However, this is mostly not the case for textile machines so that the lack of sources of their failure data makes difficult to formulate the preventive maintenance policies.
Nevertheless, the failure of machines is most of the time preceded by some non-specific malfunction or deterioration symptoms [18] . Therefore, a condition-based maintenance approach, which is a predictive strategy, may be used for planning the maintenance activities of machines. In general, a condition-based maintenance approach is based on the condition monitoring of the machine and on the process of decision-making for its maintenance [19, p. 522] . Initially, the technical state of the machine is estimated through condition monitoring using various sensors. Then, it is followed by a decision regarding the maintenance strategy that should be carried out considering its operating conditions [19] . The continuous development of the industrial sensors that are able to capture different degradation signals and the rapid advances in both hardware for data acquisition and software for signal processing have accelerated the implementation of condition-based maintenance [20] - [22] .
Numerous industrial applications of condition-based maintenance have been reported in recent literature [16] , [23] - [25] . Nevertheless, its employment in the field of textile machines is relatively undeveloped and it is mainly dedicated to condition monitoring. Sharp [26] presented a system for condition monitoring of the needles of high-speed knitting machines, based on transducers capable of monitoring the cam-needle reactive forces. Cloppenburg et al. [27] also highlighted the employment of sensor systems in developing condition monitoring of manufacturing machines for textiles. Wolfram and Isermann [28] described a method based on telediagnosis, which used advanced communication channels to monitor a textile machine for fault detection and diagnosis of its individual parts. Scarpellini et al. [29] depicted a Webbased application to monitor the condition state of textile machines, which also provide the possibility of conducting the analysis of the collected data regarding their productivity and efficiency. It can, therefore, be noticed that there is scarce research investigating the development of decision-making support in condition-based maintenance of textile machines.
Within this context, this article aims to provide a maintenance decision-making support for failure detection of textile machines based on the available condition monitoring data. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: the next section describes a framework for maintenance decision-making support for textile machines taking the existing research into account. The following section presents results and discussion of the application of the developed maintenance decision-making support for a high-speed overlock sewing machine. Finally, the last section concludes with a summary of findings and future research recommendation, respectively.
II. DEVELOPMENT OF A MAINTENANCE DECISION-MAKING SUPPORT FRAMEWORK FOR TEXTILE MACHINES
In the condition-based maintenance strategy, the maintenance activities are performed only when they are needed [30] . According to Jardine et al. [22, p. 1484 ], implementation of condition-based maintenance involves three major steps: acquisition of data, followed by their analysis and a maintenance decision process at the end. In the first step, relevant data to the state of machines have to be acquired through a data acquisition facility. Next, the collected data are processed and analyzed to be better interpreted. An appropriate maintenance decision is adopted in the third step. This paper addresses the development of a framework for maintenance decision-making support for textile machines, considering the approach introduced by Jardine et al. [22] . The proposed framework is depicted in Figure 1 and its features are detailed below. 
A. DATA ACQUISITION THROUGH VIBRATION MONITORING
With the rapid advancement of data acquisition technologies and systems, collecting data has become more affordable and achievable [22] . Therefore, the relevant data regarding the state of machines can be collected through monitoring different parameters. However, the approaches for detection of the state of machines have no universal application and specific methods have to be employed, accordingly to the characteristics of the monitored machines. Vibration monitoring, acoustic monitoring, oil or wear particle analysis, temperature monitoring or electrical monitoring are among the most used methods [16] , [21] , [31] .
Industrial machines, which integrate moving parts inevitably generate some levels of vibrations in their operations. At the same time, any abnormal change in the level of vibrations of the machine structural components may indicate the development of a fault. Therefore, vibration monitoring has become a main approach in revealing the running condition of the machines and detecting their faults in the incipient states [32] . Moreover, because of rapid data collection and relatively easy interpretation, it is one of the most effective techniques for monitoring the condition of machines and equipment [33] . The impact of vibration-based maintenance on production and quality was described in [3] . Al-Najjar [3] also highlighted the possible return on the investments that VOLUME 7, 2019 support the cost of buying and maintain such technology, as well as the training of personnel for its employment. Therefore, vibration monitoring is considered well suited for mechanical systems such as industrial machines and equipment [30] , [34] . This is the case of textile machines, which are systems with rotating and reciprocating components operating at relatively high-speed regimes. Since vibration sensors can be mounted on different critical components of textile machines, vibration monitoring systems can be used in detecting their failure development. Therefore, a vibration monitoring approach is employed to monitor the state of textile machines. Various vibration transducers are now available such as displacement transducers, velocity transducers, accelerometers or laser Doppler vibrometers [33] . Since piezoelectric accelerometers are by far the most commonly used in machine condition monitoring [31] , they are also adopted for textile machines.
On the other hand, an increased level of vibrations can often generates effects such as the breaking of thread and damage of needles, and the shutdown of the machine. Moreover, the manufacturers of textile machines do not provide the admissible level of vibrations during the operation of their machines. Şuteu et al. [35] employed vibration monitoring to establish the operating speed of the textile machines, but their results were based on an empirical approach. At the same time,the relationship between vibrations and speed of textile machines is expected to be a complex curvilinear one. Since spline functions are recognized to be appropriate for modeling such relationships, a spline regression could be employed to represent the relationship between the amplitude of vibrations (A) and speed of textile machines (v t ) as follows [36, p. 552] :
where β 0i , i = 1 . . . n and β kn , k = 1 . . . K are the regression parameters of the nth degree spline function and K its knots, while 
B. DATA ANALYSIS
Jardine et al. [22, p. 1486] classified collected data through data acquisition step into three types, respectively value data, waveform data, and multidimensional data. Value data are represented by a single value, such as the temperature. Waveform data exist in time series such as vibration data, while examples of multidimensional data are image data, such as infrared thermograms. These data can be analyzed using different algorithms and techniques and their employment highly depends on the types of previously collected data. Such algorithms and techniques were also discussed in [22] , with a more detailed consideration of waveform data. In practice, the analysis of value data is considered to be easier compared with the waveform or multidimensional data analysis [16] .
Therefore, the next step after data collection based on the monitoring approach presented in section II.A is the analysis of vibration signals. Various methods are available for this purpose, including the analysis of time-domain features, frequency-domain features and time-frequency features [22] , [34] . These three main categories of signal processing were also reviewed by Jardine et al. [22] . Considering the advantage of the frequency-domain analysis to easily detect the location of the fault, this signal processing technique is employed for textile machines. At the same time, the time-frequency analysis may be used to reveal changes in the frequency contents of the signal over time.
Thus, this leads to conclude the following:
The frequency-domain and time-frequency analysis are proposed to detect the fault of textile machines.
C. MAINTENANCE DECISION-MAKING SUPPORT FOR TEXTILE MACHINES: A FUZZY LOGIC APPROACH
Different approaches are available to support maintenance decision making [24] , [37] - [39] . In general, these approaches can be grouped into physical-based approach and data-driven approach [39] . According to Peng et al. [24] , a physical-based approach is usually built on mathematical models related to physical processes that influence the degradation of the system of interest. The physical-based models are considered more accurate and precise comparing with the data-driven ones [38] . However, the development of such models is more difficult, computationally intensive and time-consuming, and their practical applications are generally system-specific [38] . For such reasons, a data-driven approach is more widely employed as a support for decision making in condition-based maintenance than a physics-based one.
A data-driven approach is based on a model that correlates various monitored parameters (such as vibration, acoustic emission, temperature, etc.) of the analyzed system to its degradation [38] . For this aim, both statistical and artificial intelligence techniques are available to develop the model, which is then used as a maintenance decision-making support [22] , [24] , [38] . The statistical analysis employs, among other techniques, multivariate statistical methods, regression models or different state space models [22] , [24] . Artificial intelligence analysis is mainly based on techniques from soft computing, such as fuzzy logic, neural networks, evolutionary algorithms or their combination [22] , [38] . Considering their capacity to deal with the complex aspects of decision making that are normally associated with human intelligence, soft computing techniques are becoming more and more used in the maintenance decision-making [38] .
Since the degradation phenomenon of textile machines is a nonlinear and complex process that is influenced by various factors, it is difficult to accurately determine a mathematical representation of this process. Therefore, the degradation phenomenon of textile machines is characterized by some degree of uncertainty and vagueness. On the other hand, a data-driven model based on monitoring the state of textile machines can be affected by some inaccuracy and imprecision due to the limitations arising from the condition monitoring process [25] . Moreover, well-qualified experts are required to convert existing data into useful information for maintenance decision making, and they are not so often available [40] .
Within this context, a knowledge-based approach based on fuzzy logic may be employed to overcome such difficulties. Fuzzy logic has been employed in fault diagnosis of different systems such as rotating machines [41] - [43] , printing machines [44] , railway wheels [45] , pumps [46] or gearboxes [47] . It has also been employed to predict fault severity in helical gearboxes [48] or to develop an early warning system for improving decision-making in conditionbased maintenance [49] .
Several studies depicted the employment of soft computing and particularly of fuzzy logic in various fields of textile machines [50] - [53] . However, the use of fuzzy logic in the condition-based maintenance of textile machines is by far less investigated. Hence, an approach based on fuzzy logic and vibration monitoring has been developed considering the decision-making process presented in [54] , as follows: 1) Set up the extracted features from the signal processing analysis in section II.B X V = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N } as the input linguistic variables in the fuzzy decision system.
2) Define the domain values for each input linguistic variable x i , i = 1, N:
where
is the tolerance interval of each x i , i = 1, N.
3) Define the linguistic terms LT X V i related to each linguistic variable x i , i = 1, N:
where n i is the number of linguistic terms of the x i input linguistic variable (i = 1, N). 
The membership functions in relation (4) may be chosen among the available membership functions presented in the literature [55] .
5) Set up the measure used for maintenance scheduling as the output linguistic variable of the fuzzy decision system. Let y C be the output linguistic variable of the fuzzy decision system. 6) Define the domain value for the output linguistic variable y C :
is the tolerance interval of the output y C . 7) Define linguistic terms LT y C related to the linguistic variable y C :
where n M is the number of linguistic terms of the output linguistic variable y C . 8) Establish the membership functions MF y C associated with the linguistic terms of relation (6) 
The membership functions in relation (7) may be chosen among the available membership functions presented in the literature [55] . 9) Set up the fuzzy rules base and the fuzzy inference rules FIR r :
In relation (8), r = 1, n R and n R represent the number of fuzzy inference rules, while j 1 = 1, n 1 , j i = 1, n i , j N = 1, n N and p = 1, n M . 10) Establish the defuzzification method Among the available methods, the centroid method is by far most frequently used because of its robustness and less sensitivity to changes [56] , and was proposed for defuzzification.
Thus, the following is concluded: Proposition 4: Considering the measured values of the X V at one moment t i as X V t i = {x 1 t i , x 2 t i , . . . , x N t i }, the value of y C t i is obtained through the fuzzy decision system. If y C t i ∈ D y C the textile machine is considered in a good state and usable. Otherwise, it is considered in a failure state and maintenance actions are needed.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An illustrative example of the application of the maintenance decision-making support framework developed in the previous section is shown next for an overlock sewing machine. The analyzed textile machine uses two needles and can reach high speeds. According to its manufacturer, it is 35% to 100% faster than a normal one. The experiments have been conducted on cotton using Nm 80 needles.
Since the condition of the needles has a major influence on fabric quality [26] , the experiments were carried out using both new and defective needles. Textile samples have been stitched with both new and defective needles. For each sample, the abrasion resistance in the stitched area has been determined through a Martindale abrasion tester [57] , which is used to assess the moment of occurrence of a defect in the stitched area (expressed by the number of Martindale cycles until the defect occurs).
A. DATA COLLECTION
Vibration monitoring was employed to indicate the technical state of the overlock sewing machine. The condition monitoring process was based on a data acquisition system composed of an accelerometer sensor, TopMessage device, and a personal computer. Vibrations were individually measured along with the X-axis, Y-axis, and Z-axis of a Cartesian coordinate system (X, Y, Z) using a piezoelectric accelerometer on each axis. The Vibrolab software was used for the analysis of vibration signals. Figure 2 depicts the data acquisition system for the measurement of vibrations along with the X-axis.
The sensitivity of the piezoelectric accelerometer was 100 mV/g ± 5%. For both the TopMessage device and accelerometer piezoelectric, a calibration has been performed before their employment. The noise or external perturbations outside the bandpass of the monitored signal have been removed with a high-pass filter and a low-pass filter that were set at 10 Hz and 1000 Hz, respectively. The Vibrolab software was used to obtain the amplitude of vibrations that had been expressed using the root-mean-square (rms) velocity (mm/s rms).
B. DATA ANALYSIS
Operating at high speed the overlock sewing machine generates vibrations that above some levels may cause the occurrence of various defects on the sewed fabrics: uneven tension of the stitches, sewing thread breakage, wrinkled stitches, etc. Therefore, considering vibration monitoring, it is possible to establish an operating regime at which the vibrations are at their lowest values. Table 1 presents the amplitude of vibrations measured along with the X-axis, Y-axis, and Z-axis for a new needle at different operating regimes.
A spline regression as expressed in relation (1) was used to model the dependency between the amplitude of vibrations and speed of the analyzed textile machines. The R software was employed to perform all computations of the spline regression modeling [58] , which is described next for the dependency A x (v t ). First, this dependency is represented graphically and based on the data representation, a cubic spline function (n = 3) is considered to represent A x (v t ). Next, the analysis is conducted for K = 0 (no knots), K = 1 (1 knot automated placed at the median of v t ), K = 2 (two knots automated placed at the two tertiles points of v t ) and K = 3 (three knots automated placed at the first, second and third quartile of v t ). Figure 3 illustrates the cubic spline regression models for the K = 0, 3 knots, along with the initial data. The values of the multiple R-squared for each cubic spline regression are presented in Table 2 . Table 2 , the cubic spline regression with K = 3 knots has been employed to model the dependency A x (v t ), which can be written as:
Considering the data in
The minimum value of the expression (9) in the interval (1500, 5000) was obtained at v t = 2264.319 stitches/minute and was equal to 147.7291 mm/s rms. Nevertheless, the speed of the analyzed textile machine can be set with a step of 100 stitches/minute, so that the minimum set value of A x resulted equal to 147.8422 mm/s rms at v t = 2300 stitches/minute. A similar approach was conducted for the dependencies A y (v t ) and A z (v t ), respectively and the results are shown in Table 3 . A comparison between the minimum measured and minimum set values of amplitude of vibrations /speed is depicted in Table 4 . Since the amplitudes of vibrations along with the X-axis have much higher values than along with the Y-axis and Z-axis, the recommended operating regime for the overlock sewing machine was 2600 stitches/minute.
The values of the of vibration amplitudes in both frequency-domain (FFT) and time-frequency (FFT/Cascade) at the recommended operating regime and a new needle are shown in Figure 4 (along with the X-axis), Figure 5 (along with the Y-axis) and Figure 6 (along with the Z-axis). Summarizing, for a recommended operating regime of 2600 stitches/minute and a new needle, the amplitude of vibrations of the analyzed machine are 145.11 mm/s rms for the X-axis, 7.81 mm/s rms for Y-axis and 16.28 mm/s rms Z-axis.
Similarly, the values of the of vibration amplitudes in both frequency-domain (FFT) and time-frequency (FFT/Cascade) at the recommended operating regime and a defective needle are presented in Figure 7 (along with the X-axis), Figure 8 (along with the Y-axis) and Figure 9 (along with the Z-axis). To sum up, for a recommended operating regime of 2600 stitches/minute and a defective needle, the amplitude of vibrations of the analyzed machine are 155.76 mm/s rms for the X-axis, 20.05 mm/s rms for Y-axis and 22.47 mm/s rms Z-axis.
C. THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
Next is presented the employment of the approach based on fuzzy logic and vibration monitoring for the maintenance 83510 VOLUME 7, 2019 The triangular and trapezoidal membership functions have been employed in most reliability and maintenance applications based on their simplicity and adequacy on realistic reflecting and modeling the uncertainty [59] - [61] .
Nevertheless, recent studies indicate the Gaussian membership function as an appropriate membership function for the input variables in condition monitoring [62] , [63] . Therefore, three fuzzy decision systems were built, using the triangular, trapezoidal and Gaussian membership functions for the input linguistic variables X V = {A X , A Y , A Z }. However, a triangular membership function was employed to express the membership function of the output linguistic variable y c = ARM in each case.
The fuzzy rules base consisted of 27 rules, as follows: The centroid method was used as the defuzzification method. The Fuzzy Logic Toolbox TM of the Matlab R software was used in order to develop each fuzzy decision system based on the estimation of the technical state of the textile machine. Figure 10 depicts the inference rules of the fuzzy decision system that employed the Gaussian membership functions for the three input linguistic variables.
Considering the amplitude of vibrations measured along with the three axes of a Cartesian coordinate system at one moment, the value of the ARM can be obtained through each fuzzy decision system. Then, it can be verified if ARM is within the limits of [25104, 65000] Martindale cycles. In the end, a decision regarding the state of the textile machine that operates with that particular needle (good/failure condition) can be taken and appropriate maintenance activities can be planned if is the case.
On the other hand, a relatively long time is requested for the Martindale test (it may usually take more than half a day). Therefore, the validation of each fuzzy decision system was performed considering the new and defective needles and another three cases in which needles with different degrees of wear were used. The results of the validation process are illustrated in Table 6 . VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 10. The inference rules of the fuzzy decision system that used the Gaussian membership functions for the input linguistic variables. The performance of each fuzzy decision system was estimated using the MAPE and RMSPE scale-independent measures. Their expressions are as follows [64] :
AMR ok − AMR pk AMR ok (11) and RMSPE = 1 n n k=1 AMR ok − AMR pk AMR ok 2 (12) where AMR p k and AMR ok are the predicted and measured value of the ARM, respectively and k = 1, 5. Table 7 depicts the values of MAPE and RMSPE for the three fuzzy decision systems. The lowest value of the RMSE and RMSPE were found equal to 2.47% and 2.68 %, respectively for the fuzzy decision system that used Gaussian membership functions for the input linguistic variables. Moreover, the values of the RMSE and RMSPE for all three cases are less than 10%, pointing out that the knowledge-based approach based on fuzzy logic and vibration monitoring demonstrates satisfactory performance.
IV. CONCLUSION
With proper design and implementation, condition-based maintenance may be an effective tool for maintenance decision-making of industrial machines. Since the condition monitoring has no universal application, specific approaches must be employed according to the characteristics of the machines of interest. Textile machines are systems with rotating and reciprocating components operating at relatively high-speed, and therefore a vibration monitoring was proposed to detect their failure development. Since the manufacturers of textile machines do not specify the admissible level of vibrations during the function of their machines, an operating regime at which vibrations are at lowest levels can also be recommended based on vibration monitoring. A mathematical representation of the degradation phenomenon of textile machines is difficult to be determined because of its complexity and nonlinearity. Therefore, the characterization of the degradation phenomenon of textile machines involves some degree of uncertainty and vagueness and a knowledge-based approach based on fuzzy logic may be employed to overcome such difficulties. However, research on using fuzzy logic in the condition-based maintenance of textile machines is still less explored. Within this context, a maintenance decision-making support has been developed for textile machines considering a knowledge-based approach that used fuzzy logic and vibration monitoring. The effectiveness of the proposed approach was investigated for an overlock sewing machine. The results demonstrate satisfactory performance, indicating that such an approach can be used for decision making about the maintenance of textile machines.
At the same time, the existing literature shows that different combinations of soft computing and other artificial intelligence techniques may be employed in maintenance decision-making support [22] , [24] , [38] , [65] . Therefore, they are also considered as important research topics for textile machines and future studies are expected to confirm whether such combinations are more effective in supporting maintenance decision-making of these machines. 
